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PHOTOGRAV IMAGE EDITING SOFTWARE FOR LASERS
Designed for Photograph Laser Engraving...
The objective of the program is to efficiently process scanned photographs so that they
can be engraved on a variety of common materials with confidence that the engraved
photographs will be of superb quality.
Traditionally, the engraving of photographs has been difficult and has been a hit or miss
endeavour resulting in many discarded products. The process has been so difficult and
time consuming, in fact, that many engraving shops simply do not offer engraved
photographs as one of their products.
Now you can engrave photographs with ease!
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What does this software include?
? Automaed application of tools to the subject photo.
? Simulation of the engraving process for common materials.
? Interactive process with adjustable enhancements and real-time visual feedback.
? Reports and colour proofs for customer approval and reference.
? Calibrated to most common materials.
? Colour CorelDraw Clipart can be easily engraved using PhotoGrav.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
MINIMUM:
x86-based PC
256 MB of RAM
Hard disk w 50MB free
Mouse pointing device
High- or True-Color Capability
Windows 2000/XP Home
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RECOMMENDED:
Pentium processor
512 MB of RAM
Hard disk w 1GB free
Mouse pointing device
True-Color Capability
Windows 2K/XP/Vista
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PHOTOGRAV IMAGE EDITING SOFTWARE FOR LASERS
Designed for Photograph Laser Engraving...
PHOTOGRAV MATERIAL SETTINGS
PhotoGrav software comes with a range of pre-recorded settings to give you an excellent
starting point for engraving onto a wide range of materials. Some of these materials
include:
Ceramic
- Generic laser tile
- Pottery - light brown

Plastic
- Black painted acrylic
- Black/White - IPI Laser plastic #LZ901
- Brushed gold/black - IPI brand #LZ990
- Brushed gold/black - Spectrum lights
- Clear acrylic
- User-Defined Cap/Black Core - Plastic
- User-defined Cap/white - plastic
- White/black - IPI laser plastic #LZ902

Corian
- Standard light colored Corian
Glass
- Ornament glass standard

Stone
- Black granite
- Black marble
- Granite, Grey spectralite brand

Leather
- Chamois Leather (cod oil tanned)
- Medium brown rough leather
- Medium grey rough leather
- Medium red smooth leather
- Medium tan rough leather
- Medium tan smooth leather

Wood
- Baltic birch
- Cherry with light vertical grain
- Red alder
- Walnut with vertical grain

Metal
- Anodized aluminium (black)
- Black laser brass
Other (metal marking sprays/solutions)
- Alumark
- Cerdec (CerMark)

You can also custom-design you own material settings to suit the exact material types
which you use.
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